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Task 1 

In this interview with a young TV presenter all the questions have been removed. Match the questions and 
the answers, and put the letters in the boxes at the bottom of the page. There is one extra letter that you do 
not need. There is an example for you.  
 

Question time 

(0) ________________________________ 
Blackadder and Not the Nine O’Clock News.  

(1) _______________________________  
Luckily, I haven’t had a complete shocker yet. I was interviewed once on The Word. A terrible 
show. I said live on air, ‘There’s nothing like good telly and this is nothing like good telly,’ and 
they used it in their highlights section at the end of the year! 

(2) ______________________________ 
‘Magic Monday’ at the Sydney Olympics when Cathy Freeman won the 400m, Jonathan 
Edwards the triple jump and Haile Gebrselassie the 10,000m. It was the most incredible 
atmosphere I’ve ever seen.  

(3)_______________________________  
Cathy Freeman, If you ask her a question, she’s very nice – but very bland. She doesn’t expand 
on her answers so for me as a journalist that’s difficult. 

(4)________________________________  
My hair. When I’m on television, all it needs is a bit of bloody wind and it goes all over the 
place because it’s so fine. I’d like hair that never moves. 

(5) ________________________________  
James Taylor, the guitar player and singer-songwriter. Sitting down with him, and a guitar, 
would be pure self-indulgence for me. 

(6) _________________________________  
Mark Lewis-Francis. He can be the best we’ve ever seen. If he stays healthy for the next five 
years, he can be the fastest man in the world.  
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A Favourite non-sporting TV shows as a child? 

B Best moment as a broadcaster? 

C Your favourite Commonwealth Games moment? 

D Who’s your fantasy interviewee? 

E Most embarrassing moment as a broadcaster?   

F Which young British athlete excites you most? 

G If you could change one aspect of your appearance, what would it be? 

H Most difficult interviewee? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

A       
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Task 2 

Read this information on four Internet food sites. Match the statements 7-16 below with one of the sites. Put 
the lettter of the site next to the statements on the dotted line. An example has been given for you. 
 

Site test 

Jenni Muir sets up her computer to rate the best recipe sites on the web 
***** Maximum rating five stars 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.    On this site you can compare recipes by professional cooks and amateurs. ………. 

7.  Jenni Muir thinks this site is the best ………. 

8.  Click here if you do not eat meat. ………. 

9.  You can find recipes for children on this site. ………. 

10.  Here they tell you exactly what raw materials you need to prepare a dish. ………. 

11.  This site gives you information about other websites, too. ………. 

12.  This is a good site for people who mustn’t eat sugar and sweet things. ………. 

13.  A recipe for a meat dish sent in by a visitor won a competition on this site. ………. 

14.  You can find out how to make spaghetti dishes here. .……… 

15.  This site is the best if you want to make biscuits. ………. 

16.  This is a small site, but the recipes are very good. …….… 

B www.bbc.co.uk/food**** 
 
It sounds like a good idea for a television 
series: pitch home cooks against leading 
restaurant and celebrity chefs and see whose 
dishes the audience prefers. According to the 
Top 10 Recipes section of this BBC website, 
dishes contributed by the general public often 
beat those of the famous professionals. For 
example, Steven Ballance's Chicken and Bacon 
Surprise recently beat dishes from Masterchef 
contestants. 

C www.chopstix.co.uk***** 
 
Authentic recipes and expert contributors are 
the hallmarks of this wonderful Chinese food 
site. Chopstix is huge in America, and 
American writers are featured alongside the 
British-Chinese authority Yan-Kit So. The 
ingredient information is great, and there are 
fascinating tips on shopping, and links to good 
recipes on other sites. 

D www.veggieheaven.com** 
 

"Over 230 recipes” may not sound an 
impressive boast, but Vegetarian Heaven 
provides quality not quantity. Although the 
design is unstylish and the search facilities are 
limited, there are several tempting dishes and 
the many vegan options are clearly labelled. 
Pasta  is the site’s strength.  

A www.allrecipes.com*** 
 

This American site may not include all recipes, 
as claimed, but it is certainly big, with recipe 
ideas grouped in 23 speciality ’cookbooks’. 
There are recipes for soups, salads, chicken, 
Mexican dishes, cookies and food for kids, all 
posted by visitors. The site also provides a 
selection of recipes for diabetics.  
 

B 
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Task 3 

Read this article about geniuses, people with excellent brains. For Questions 17-22 match the half sentences 
so that they express the main ideas of the text. Write the letters in the boxes as shown in the example. There 
is an extra letter that you do not need. 
 

What is a genius? 

Every now and then we hear about someone in schools who is considered a genius. Or we may 
read in the papers about someone who has done something so exceptional that he or she is 
described as a genius. And, of course, in studying history, we have learned about many famous 
personalities whom we recognise as geniuses. 

Exactly what is a genius, and what does it take to be one? The word “genius” is used to 
describe someone who possesses extraordinary intelligence. The way the world can recognise a 
genius is by knowing what he or she has accomplished. There may be geniuses who have never 
accomplished anything extraordinary and who never became famous, but their I.Q.’s are, 
nevertheless, on a par with those who have. It may be too, that an unrecognised genius’ 
accomplishments are unrecognised by average standards. Many recognised as geniuses today 
died in poverty, believing they had failed because their work was not acknowledged during their 
lifetimes. 

Genius is not the same as talent. To have talent, a person has to be able to do some special 
type of work especially well. It means he or she is able to acquire a certain skill very quickly 
and easily. For instance, a person may have a talent for playing the piano, or ice-skating, or 
painting. 

But genius is more than talent. A genius usually contributes something to the world which 
we would not have had without him or her. 

Now, it’s true that men and women of genius have usually specialised in some field such 
as chemistry, literature, music, or art. But unless the general intelligence of such a person is 
exceptional, too, he or she would merely have talent. 

It is now believed that a person is born a genius. Training and opportunity bring out 
genius, but a true genius usually has tremendous drive which enables him or her to work hard 
and long and to overcome obstacles that would stop ordinary people. 

  0.  To be considered a genius A  having superior general intelligence as well as talent.  
17.  Many geniuses B  do not get discouraged easily.  
18.  Most geniuses C  are fairly intelligent. 
19.  Being talented means D  teaching helps them develop.  
20.  Being a genius means E  were not recognised in their lifetime. 
21.  Geniuses are born, but F  the ability to learn a particular skill well. 
22.  In general, geniuses G  achieved something great in one special area. 

H  a person must have done exceptional things. 

0 17 18 19 20 21 22 

H       
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Task 4 

Read what Lisa, a young musician, says about young people’s attitudes and about her own plans. Give 
short answers (maximum 3-5 words) to Questions 23-28. There is an example for you. 
 

It’s not rock’n’roll, but we like it 

The club generation can be persuaded to listen to classical music. It just needs to be sold better, 
says Lisa Dunscombe 

Let’s face it, classical music has a stuffy image and its fans have a reputation as geeks who 
listen only to Mozart, Bach and Beethoven. Of course, it’s not true. Young people want to hear 
other composers and players with exciting new ideas. 

Don’t get me wrong: I love Classic FM and listen to Henry Kelly every morning. The 
station’s style is accessible and non-intimidating, but I feel it needs a fresher approach that 
conveys youthful energy and enthusiasm. Last November I put some of these thoughts in a letter 
to Roger Lewis, Classic FM’s managing director. I wrote: “I have yet to hear a truly young 
voice on the radio, ready to challenge and open up the genre to a younger audience.” 

I was somewhat amazed when the station got in touch and asked me in for interviews and 
voice tests. I did a demo tape, illustrating my ideas of what a new show might be like. Last week 
they rang and offered me a job. 

Classic FM has given me two late-night shows a week, starting at 11pm, when I hope to 
catch people returning from an evening out who want to listen to sounds other than the 
traditional fare. I don’t want to segregate my listeners from the traditional audience, but simply 
to extend the range. I certainly don’t intend to play anything really wacky and outrageous. 

People tend to think classical music fans listen to nothing else, but I listen to everything, 
from rhythm and blues to jazz and drum’n’base. I like pop, particularly Dido, MJ Cole and the 
chart-topping band Coldplay. When I went to a concert by the Corrs, they were brilliant. I also 
love African and world music. But classical music is my first love. 

  0.  Who needs some encouragement to listen  
to serious music?  …….……………………………… 

23.  What is it that needs a fresher image to become  
more popular? …….……………………………… 

24.  What is Classic FM? ………….……..…………….….… 
25.  Who did Lisa write to to share her ideas  

about Classic FM? ……………………………….…… 
26.  How did she feel when they called her in  

for an interview? ………………………………...….. 
27.  How did she show what kind of programme she  

had in mind? ……………………………………. 
28.  She mentions some names in connection with pop.  

Which one does she say is very popular? ……….………..………………..… 
 
 

The club generation 
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 ELÉRHETŐ 

PONTSZÁM 
ELÉRT 

PONTSZÁM 
  

1. FELADAT 6    

2. FELADAT 10    

3. FELADAT 6    

4. FELADAT 6  VIZSGAPONT ALÁÍRÁS 

ÖSSZESEN 28    

Elérhető nyerspontok: 28 

Vizsgapont: 33 

Nyerspontok Vizsgapontok 
28 33 
27 32 
26 31 
25 30 
24 28 
23 27 
22 26 
21 25 
20 23 
19 22 
18 21 
17 20 
16 19 
15 18 
14 17 
13 15 
12 14 
11 13 
10 12 
9 11 
8 9 
7 8 
6 7 
5 6 
4 5 
3 4 
2 2 
1 1 

 


